Chico State Musical Theatre
BFA Auditions

Due to our ongoing commitment to equity and inclusion, Chico State's Musical Theatre BFA has opted to keep costs down by conducting auditions completely online. The following materials should be submitted through GetAcceptd and are based on the Musical Theatre Common Prescreen.

Your audition video should contain four parts.
1. Introduction (“slate”)
2. Two Songs
3. One Monologue
4. One Dance Combination

Introduction-
Please begin with a personal introduction. State your name, where you are from, and one fun fact about yourself. You do not need to introduce your pieces.

Songs-
Students should prepare two contrasting pieces. Each song should be 60-90 seconds. Students should sing to musical accompaniment, which could include live or pre-recorded accompaniment. No “a capella” singing (meaning singing without music). The first song should be a musical theatre song from any period. The second contrasting piece can be from any time period and in any genre that best suits you (Option B in the Common Pre-Screen)

Monologues-
Students are asked to present a 60-90 second monologue from a published play or written by a professional writer. (Option A in the Common Pre-Screen)

Dance-
Students are asked to present 60-90 seconds of dance in whatever discipline they feel most confident. This may include, but is not limited to jazz, ballet, tap, modern, cultural dance styles, hip-hop, lyrical, or contemporary. Show us your best version of dancing or moving. Please include at least one turn, one jump, and one kick (or other suitable rotation, elevation or extension that works for your body). Dance media can be self-choreographed, but must be a solo video of the student. This can include a show, competition, or other performance so long as student is clearly featured on their own. (Option A of the Common Pre-Screen)

Audition materials are expected to be submitted through GetAcceptd within two weeks of submitting the University Application. For any questions, please email Program Coordinator Matthew Teague Miller at mtmiller@csuchico.edu.